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I. Introduction and definitions. Let /J6 = (B, A, v, - , 0, 1) be a Boole-
an algebra . .A. subset L of B is called a linked system if a Ab =I= O for all a 
and b in L . .A. linked system L is called maximal if Lis not contained in 
another linked system. Consider the following axioms on the existence 
of these linked systems: 
LA (WEAK LINKING AXIOM). Eaah Boolean algebra, has a, maximal 
linked system. 
LA' (STRONG LINKING .AXIOlVI). Each link6il, system in a Boolean algebra 
is contained in some maximal linked system. 
It is easy to see that these two axioms follow from Zorn's lemma; 
J. van Mill proved that these axioms follow from the Boolean prime ideal 
theorem. '\Ve shall use the Boolean prime ideal theorem in the following two 
forms, both clearly equivalent to the usual Boolean prime ideal theorem(1). 
FA (WEAK FILTER AXIOM). Each Boolean algebra has an ultrafilter. 
FA' (STRONG FILTER AXIOM). Each filter in a Boolean algebra is 
containeil, in some ulti·afilter. 
The equivalence of FA and FA' follows easily if we make the quo-
tient algebra of the Boolean algebra modulo the filter! 
Here we prove that also LA and LA' are equivalent. Furthermore, 
we prove that FA is independent of LA (does not follow from LA) and that 
L.A. is independent of the ZF-axioms by showing that LA follows from the 
order extension principle and that 0 2 follows from LA. 
OEP (ORDER EXTENSION PRINCIPLE). Each partial ord8r on a set 
can b8 M1tended to a total order. 
on (AXIOM OF CHOICE FOR n-SETS). Each family of n-sets has a choice-
function. 
(1) See T. J. Jech, The axiom of choice, Amsterdam-London 1973. 
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Rooall that an n-set is a set with n <:lements. Note that OEP follo-w8 
from FA and that 0 2 follows from OEP, but tha,t FA is indopend<:>nt of 
OEP and tlrn,t OEP is ind<'pendent of C2 (op. cit.). That is, 
FA ➔ OEP ➔ 0 2 , 
while none of these arrows can be reversed. ·we prove 
.Another approach to these axioms is by means of so-called disjoint 
transversals. Let o/1 and "fl' be subsets of &(X), the power set of a set X. 
A subset Y of Xis called a o/1-transversal if Un Y cf=. 0 for all U e lllt. The 
proposition "there exist a lllt-transversal and a 'f"-transversal which are 
mutually disjoint" is denoted by dt(lllt,"Y). · 
Clearly, dt(o/1,"Y) if and only if dt('f",%'). A set Y is called o/1-inde-
pendent if no U E %' is contained in Y. Then we hav,e dt (lllt, "Y) if and only 
if there exists a %'-inde11endent f-transversal. 
Let g.,finite(X) be the coll€ction of all finite subsets of a. S€t X and 
let fJ n (X) be the collection of all subsets X' of X with IX'[ ~ n. 
We consider the following axioms. 
DT {DISJOINT TRANSVERSAL AXIOM). If Xis a set, %' and 1' are siibsets 
of fi'finitc(X) and each two finite subcollections o/10 of%' and o/'0 of "fl' ha'Ve 
dt(%'0 , "f/'0), then dt(o/1, "fl'). 
DTm,n· If Xis a set, o/1 is a subset of £3"m(X), "f' i's a g11bset of &n(X) and 
each two finite subcollections 0-zt0 of o/1 anrl 'f"0 of"/! luwe dt(J?t0 , 'f/'0 ), then 
dt (%', 'f"). 
In this pap€r we prove that DT and DT2, 3 both arc equival€nt to the 
Boolean prime ideal th€orem (or to FA). DT2, 2 is too weak to imply DT; 
W€ prove that DT2, 2 is tiquivalent to LA. 
We may consider a subset of .9'2 (X) as the edge set of a graph with 
V€rtex set X. As a side result we giv€ a characterization of pairs of graphs 
G1 = (X, %') and G2 = (X, "fl') such that dt(o/t, 'f"), i.e. such that there 
are disjoint subsets X 1 and X 2 of X with th€ following pro:pertitis: X1 
meets every edge of Gu and X 2 m€ets every €dge of G2 • A corollary is 
a characterization of classes of graphs 
{Gi Ii EI} = {(X, %'i) Ii EI} (I is an index: set) 
such that there is a coll€ction {Xi Ii E I} of pairwise disjoint subsets of X 
with the property that Xi meets each €dg€ of Gi for all i EI. 
2. Equivalence of DT, DT2 3, and FA. In this S€ction we prove the 
equivalenc€ of FA, FA', DT, and all DTm,n in case m ~ 2, n ~ 2 and not 
m = n = 2. Since, clearly, (i) FA implies FA', (ii) DT implies each DTm,ni 
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and (iii) DTm,n implies DT2, 3 in case 1n ~ 2, n ~ 2 and not m = n = 2, 
it is enough to prove (iv) F.A' implies DT a,nd (v) DT2 ,~ implies FA. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. F.A' implies DT. 
Proof. Let X be a set and let %' and o/ be subsets of &'finite(X) such 
that dt(%"0 , 1""0 ) for all finite Olio c tJ/f and "f/"0 c "f/". Assume that 
t!J = (B, A , v , - , 0, 1) is the Boolean a1gehm freely generated by X. 
Let G c B be the collection 
G={ Vx!UE°tt}u/ Vx!VErl. 
xeU xeV 
We prove that if YuY2,•··,gmEG, then g1 Ag2A •.• Agn~=ftO. For 
this let Cft0 c %' and "f/"0 co/ be finite. We have to prove 
a=(/\ Vx)A(/\ Vx)=ftO. 
De%'0 xeU Ve'i'"0 xeV 
Since dt(%'0,f0 ) holds, there are finite subset8 X 1 and X 2 of X such 
that 
X 1 nX2 = 0, 
X 1 n U =I=- 0 for each U E %'0 , and X 2 n TT =f. 0 for <>ach TT E"Y0 . 
Now let 
z = ( /\ x) A ( /\ x) . 
xeX1 xeX2 
Since X 1 and X 2 are disjoint and X is a set of free gmwmtors for t!J, 
we have z =ft 0. We prov,e that z ~ a. 
First, 1-et U E %"0 • Then U nX1 =ft 0; take x1 E U nX1 • Then 
Hence 
0 < z ~ ( /\ V x) A ( /\ V x) = a. 
ueq10 . xeU Ve'i"0 xeV 
So G g<merates a filter, and this filter is contained in an ultrafilter F 
(by F.A'). Now let 
X 1 = {xEX!xEF} and X 2 = {xEX!xEF}. 
Then, clearly, X 1 and X 2 are disjoint. Furlhermor~, X1 is a "l/-trans-
versal. For let U E %'. Then 
V XEG cF. 
xeU 
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Hence, since F is an ultrafilkr, there is an x E U such that m e F', 
i.e. such that m E X 1 • This means that, Un X 1 =I=- 0. In the same way one 
proves that X 2 is a i"'-transversal. Therefore dt(oZ/, i'). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. DT2,3 implies FA. 
Proof. Let f!J = (B, I\, v, - , O, 1) be a Boolean algebra. We 
:prove that 16 has an ultrafilter. For this let 
oZt = /{a, a}la EB} 
and 
"f/' ={{a,b,a}la,b,ceB and aAb/1.<J =0}. 
Now dt(l1lf0,f0 ) for any finite oZ/0 c l1lf and i'o cf, since the elements 
of B occurring in 0//0 and 1"'0 generate a, finite subalgebra f!iJ0 of f!iJ. This fJ0 
has an ultrafilter which is a C!/t0-transversal and the complement of which 
in B is a 't'"0-transversal. 
H€llce, by DT2, 3 , we have dt(l1lf,'f"). Let F c B be such that Fis 
a /J/t-transversal and B'-...F is a 'f'"-transversal. v-Ye :prove that Fis an ultra. 
filter.Fis a filter, for suppose a, b E F and c ~ a Ab. Then {a, b, o} E"/f1 
whence 
(B"F)n{a,b,c} -=1=0. 
This implies c ¢:F, whence a EF, ::::incc {c, c}n.F =j=. 0. Fis also an 
ultrafilter, since fOl' all a EB we have {a, u} n.Zil =fa 0. 
THEOREl\cI 2.1. DT and DT2,3 are equ,ivalent to the Boolean prime 
ideal theorem. 
For the proof recall that FA and FA' both a,re equivalent to the Bookan 
prime ideal the01·em ( op. cit.). 
3. Equivalence and dependence of DT2 , 2 , LA, and LA'. In this section 
we prove that DT2,2 , LA, and LA' are equivalent. Fmthermore, we prow 
that these axioms follow from OEP; hence the Boolean prime ideal the· 
orem is independent of LA, since it is independent of OEP. We show 
also the independence of LA of the ZF-axioms by proving that LA implies 02 
(op. cit.). Since, clearly, LA'-+ LA, it is enough to prove 
OEP -+'.LA-+pT2 ,2 -+ LA' and DT2 , 2 -+ 0 2 • 
We remark that for a linked system L in a 'Boolean algebra fJJ == 
(B, /1., v, - , 0, 1) to be maximal it is necessary a:rid sufficient that for 
all a EB: a EL or a e L. Also, if L is a maxima,l linked system, then 
for all a, b EB with the property av b = 1 we have a, e L or b EL. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. OEP implies LA. 
Proof. Let f!iJ=(B,A,v,-,0,1) be a Boolean algebra. We 
prove that r!J has a maximal linked system. Let ~ be the usual parlibl 
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order on B, i.e. let 
x ¾ y if and only if x" y = O. 
l3y OEP, there exists a total order ~ on B such that x ~ y implies 
tv~ y. Now let M ={xix~ x}. We :prove that Mis a maximal linked 
system. 
M is a linked system, for suppose a, b e JJf and a" b = O, i.e. a ¾ b 
and b ~ a. Therefore, also a ~ b and b ~ a. Since a, b e M, we also have 
a ~ a, and b ~ b. Thus a, ~ b ~ b ~ a ~ a, whence a = a, which cannot 
be the case. 
Mis also a maxima,! linked system, since for all a e B we have a~ a 
or a ~ a, and hence a e M or a e M. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. LA implies DT2,2. 
Proof. Let X be a set and let rJ/J and "fl" be subsets of &'2 (X) such that 
dt(%'0 , "f'"'0) for all finite %'0 c %' and 1'"0 c "fl". As in the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.1 let ffJ = (B, ", v, - , 0, 1) be the Boolean algebra freely generated 
by X and let 
G = { V m I U E %'} u { V x IV e"f"}. 
a:eU xeV . 
.A.gain, G generates a filter, say F. Now let PA1 = (Bu A, v, - , O, 1) 
be the quotient algebra of ffJ modulo the filter F. Let [b] be the image 
of b e B in the quotient algebra. By LA, this quotient algebra has a maximal 
linked system, say M. Let X 1 be the set of all x e X such that [m] is in M. 
Let X 2 be the set of all x e X such that [x] is in M. Then X 1 nX2 = 0. 




[1] = [ V m] = V [x]. 
a;eU xeU 
Therefore, [w] e M for some w e U, hence U riX1 =I= 0. 




[lJ = [ V x} = V [xJ. 
xeV a:eV 
Therefore, [x] e M for some me V, hence V riX2 =I= 0. Thus we obtain 
dt("l/ ,~··). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. DT2,2 implies LA'. 
Pro of. Let PA = (B, " , v , - , O, 1) be a Boolean algebra and let 
L c B be a linked system. We have to prove the existence of a ma, :x:ima.l 
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linked system containing L. Write 
tJ/t = {{a:,x}lxeB}u{{x}lxeL} 
and 
-r = {{x, y}lx, y eB and XAY = o}. 
Take finite subsets d/t0 of tJ/t and "f'"0 of "f'". The elements of B occurring 
in d/10 and "f'"0 generate a finite sub-Boolean algebra f!J0 = (B0 , A, v , - , 0, 1) 
of !J. Let L0 = LnB0 • Since B0 is finite, there exists a maximal linked 
system M 0 in /!J0 containing L 0 • 
Now let X 1 = M 0 and X 2 = B 0".Mo. Then X 1 nX2 = 0, X 1 is a d/10-
transversal, and X 2 is a "f'"0-transversal. 
So for each finite subsets d/t0 of d/t and "f'"0 of -r we have dt(d/1'0 , "f'"0); 
from DT2, 2 it follows that dt(d/t, -t"), that is, there are disjoint subsets X1 
and X 2 of B such that X 1 is a d/t-transversal and X 2 is a "f'"-transversal. 
Let M = X1 ; then M is a maximal linked system containing Ii. 
Mis a linked system, for suppose m, ye Mand WAY = O; then {ro, y} e·r, 
henoo me X 2 or ye X 2 • Since X 1 nX2 = 0, we have m ¢ X 1 =Mory¢ X1 
= M, contradicting our assumption. .Also L c M, since for all ro in L 
we have {ai}nM = {m}nX1 =fa 0. Finally, M is maximal, since 'for all 
ai e B we have {ro, x}nX1 =fa 0, i.e. roe Mor x e M. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. DT2,2 implies 02. 
Proof. Let d/J be a collection of 2-sets. We have to prove the ex.ist-
enoo of a function, assigning to each set in d// an element of that set. 
Without restrictions on the generali.,ty we may suppose that the sets 
in d/t are pairwise disjoint. 
For each finite subset d//0 of d/J, there is a set X 0 such that IX0 n UI = 1 
for all U in d//0 • This implies dt(d//0 , d//0 ) for all finite subsets d/1'0 of d/t andi 
consequently, dt(d//0 , d//~) for all finite d//0 , d/J~ c d/t. 
From DT2,2 we obtain dt (d//, d/t), i.e. there are disjoint sets X 1 and X: 
with the property that IX1 n Ui = IX2 n UI = 1 for all U e d/t. Now assign 
to each set ind// the unique element in X 1 n U. This clearly determines th•· 
required choice-function. 
THEOREM 3.1. DT2, 2 , LA, <Jlfl,il, LA' are logically equivalent amioms: 
LA follows from OEP anil, LA itself implies 0 2 • 
This follows straightforwardly from the foregoing propositions anc 
the trivial observation LA' ➔ LA. 
4. Some combinatorial aspects ofDT2, 2 • It is obvious that DT and DT,.,n 
have combinatorial aspects. In particular, DT2 2 gives rise to a question 
in the theory of graphs. In this we define a graph as a pair (X, OZt), wher~ :if 
is a subset of &'2 (X) and 0 ¢ d/J. The elements of X are called vertices mu[ 
the elements of d/t are called edges of the graph. Sometimes we shall spNU.: 
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shortly of the graph o/J instead of (X, %'). A graph (X, %') is sa,id to be 
biaolourable or bipartite if we can "colour" the vertices with two colours 
(i.e. partition the set of vertices X into two classes) such that no edge U 
in %' is monocoloured (i.e. no edge U in%' is contained in one of the classes 
of the partition). Hence the graph (X, o/J) is bicolourable if and only if 
dt(o/J, d/t). So, by DT2, 2 we have 
P 2 • A graph (X, o/J) is bioolourable if and only if each finite subgraph d/10 
is bicolourable. 
This axiom P 2 is equivalent to 0 2 (op. cit.). 
Suppose that we have now two graphs; if we have a characterization 
of pairs of finite graphs %'0 and "Yo with the property dt(q/0 , "//'0), then using 
DT2 , 2 we can extend this characterization to pafrs of arbitrary graphs d/t 
and "fr'. We now give such a characterization for finite graphs. For this 
we define the notion of an alternating path. Let (X, %'i) be a graph for 
each i e I (I is some index set). Let i e I and j e I. An alternating (i, j)-
path from ai to y is a sequence 
such that 
(i) aJ07 aJ1 , ••• ,a;neX and i0 ,i17 ... ,--in_ 1 eI; 
(ii) ik =fa ik+i for k = 0, 1, ... , n- 2; 
(iii) {mk, mk+i} e %'ik for k = 0, 1, ... , n-1. 
One may consider an alternating (i, j)-path from m to y as a path 
from aJ to y in the union of the graphs, in which path the first edge is an 
edge of <fl, and the last edge is an edge of %'3 and in which two succeeding 
edges belong to different graphs (in a sense made more precise above). 
The characterization for finite graphs is as follows (here I = {O, 1} ). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (X, "lt0 ) and (X, d/11 ) be finit6 graphs (that is, %'o and 
d/11 are finite). Then dt(<f/0 , %"1 ) holds (i.6. th6re are two disjoint sets Xo and X1 
suo'h that X 0 n U =fo 0 for eaah U e <f/0 and X 1 n U =I 0 for 6ach U e %' 1) if and 
only if there is no a; e X such that there is an alternating (0, 0)-path from 
ro to m and an alternating (1, 1)-path from ro to m. 
Proof. We first prove the sufficiency. Suppose that dt(%'o, "ll1) 
holds, i.e. there are disjoint sets X 0 and X 1 such that X 0 n U =I 0 for all 
U e <f/0 and X 1 n U =fa 0 for all U e o/11 • Suppose, furthermore, that for 
some a; e X there is an alternating (O, 0)-path from m to m, say 
and an alternating (1, 1)-path from a; to :v, say 
1 I Io' 1 I a! = x0 , 1, a;_, O, w2 , •• • , , Xm-1' , aJ = Xm· 
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VV'e ))rove that x E X 0 nX1 , which is a contradiction, since this set is 
empty. Suppose that x ¢ X0 • Since {x0 , x1} E 0//o, and hence {x0 , x1} riX0 =I= 0, 
we have x1 EX0 • This implies X1 ¢X1 • Now {xu x 2} E 0lti, so {x1 , w2}nX1 
=t- 0 and a:2 E X 1 • This implies w2 ¢ X 0 • 
By repeating th€se argum€nts one finds wn e X 0, or x e X 0 • 
By a similar reasoning one finds m E X 1 . Hence x E X 0 nX1 • 
Second, we prove the necessity. Suppose that th€re is no a: e X such 
that there are an alternating (O, 0)-path from x to x and an alternating 
(1, 1)-path from x to x. '"~e proceed by induction on !XI, which we may 
suppose to be finite. If X = 0, then the theorem is clearly valid. Sup-po&i 
that X =f=. 0 and for each :pair of graphs (X', 071~) and (X', w;) with IX'i < 
< !XI we have proved the theorem. Choose x EX arbitrarily. Now there 
are two possibilities (which do not exclude each other). 
(1) There i~1 no alternating (1, 1)-path from x to x. 
Let 
A0 = {x}u {y I there is an alternating (1, 0)-path from x to y} 
and 
A 1 = fat I there is an alternath1g (1, 1)-path from x to y}. 
A0 a11d A1 are disjoint, for suppose y E A 0 nA 1 • Then there are an 
alternating (1, 0)-path from x to y and an l:liltornating (1, 1)-path from Ji 
to w, and hence an alternating (1, 1)-path from x to :c. This contradict8 
our assumption. Let 
X' = X"'-(A 0 u A1), 
0/t~ = {U E 0/10 I U c X'} and %'~ = {U E %'1 I U c: X'}. 
Now again, for the pair of graphs (X', Ci/t~) and (X', 0//;), there is no 
w EX' with an alternating (0, 0 )-path from x to x and an alternating 
(1, 1)-path from a; to x. Hence, by induction, since jX'! < !XI, we know 
dt(O/t~, Ci/t;), that is, there are disjoint subsets X~ and X~ of X' with the 
properties X~ n U. =f=. 0 for all U E 0/t~ and X~ n U cf= 0 for all U e Ci/t~. 
Let X 0 = A 0 uX~ and X 1 = A 1ux;. Then, clearly, X 0 and X1 are 
disjoint. We prove that X 0 n U cf= 0 for all U E 6l/0 and X 1 n U -=/=- 0 for 
all U E 0/11 • Suppose that U e %'0 and 
%.0 nU = (A0 uX~)ri U =0. 
Then U ¢ X', since, otherwise, U E 0/t~ and V nX~ # 0. Hence 
U n(A0 uA1) # 0. Since V nA0 = 0, we have U nA1 =I= 0. Suppose 
that it EU nA1 and U = {u, v} (possibly u = v). Sinoo u E Ai, there 
exists an alternating (1, 1)-path from x to u. Now {1,t, v} E 0//0 , hence there 
is an alternating (1, 0)-path from x to v. But this means that v e A.o 
and {u, v}nA0 =I= 0, which is a contradiction. Hence U nX0 i= 0. 
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In the same manner one proves that X 1 is a %'1-t:ransversal. 
(2) There is no alternating (0, 0)-path from x to x. 
This case is treated similarly to case (1). 
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Since, by assumption, each x E X is in at lf'ast one of both Cfti,os, we 
can always, use our induction step. 
As a corollary we have 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, 0//0 ) and (X, 0//1 ) be graphs. Under the asswmp-
tion of the axiom DT2 ,2 we have: there are disjoint sets X 0 and X 1 su,ch that 
X 0 n U =f 0 for all U E 0//o and X1n U =I 0 for all U E 0//1 if and only if 
there is no x E X with an alternating ( 0, 0 )-path from x to x and an alternating 
(1, 1)-path from x to x. 
Proof. Since the condition of the non-existence of the two paths 
holds fo:r two graphs if and only if it holds for each pair of finite sub-
graphs of these graphs, the theorem follows easily from DT2, 2 and the 
foregoing theorem. 
The second corollary generalizes Theorem 4.2 to arbitrary collections 
of graphs: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (X, 0/ti) be a graph for each i EI (I is an index 
set). Under the assiirnption of the axiorn DT2 2 we hai1e: there are pairwise 
disjoint subsets Xi of X ( i E I) siich that each i E I has Xi n U =f 0 for au 
U E d/t i if and only if there is no x E X ,ind no two different i and j ( i, j E I) 
such that there are an alternat-ing (i, i)-path from x to x and an alternat-ing 
(j, j)-path from x to x. 
Proof. Let X = X xl, and 
0//0 = {{(ii, i), (v, i)} I {u, v} E 0//i, i EI), 
0//1 ={{(x,i),(x,j)}lxEX, iEl,jEI,i fj). 
Now we leave it to the reader to verify that 
(i) There are disjoint subsets Xi of X (i EI) such that for each i EI 
- -
we have Xin U =10 for all U E 0//i if and only if dt(%'0 , %'1 ). 
(ii) There is an x EX such that in (0Jt0 , %'1 ) there are an alternating 
(O, 0)-:path from x to x and an alternating (1, 1)-path from x to x if and 
only if there are x EX, i, j EI, i =I= j, with an alternating (i, i)-path from x 
to x and an alternating (j, j)-path from x to x. 
Thus Theorem 4.3 follows from Theorem 4.2. 
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